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W 1/16 CORNER BETWEEN 5 AND 8

ESTABLISHMENT: (1979 Survey)

5/8"x30" iron rod with aluminum cap marked "OSHD STATE PARKS DIVISION."
A galvanized steel post with paddle marked "OREGON STATE PARK BOUNDARY
DO NOT DISTURB" 3.5' NW of rod.

15" hemlock N40°W, 25.1' to center, scribed "W 1/16 SSBT RS691" and
attached Parks corner tag.

No trees available in Section 8.

WITNESSED BY:
R. Hemmer
L. Boge
R. DePuy

1/4 CORNER BETWEEN 5 AND 8

ORIGINAL:
Set a post 3' long, 3" square, 24" in the ground for 1/4 section corner marked
"\(\frac{1}{4} S\)" on north face from which a:

20" hemlock bears N66°W, 24 links, marked "\(\frac{1}{4} SSBT\)."
7" hemlock bears S73°W, 18½ links, marked "\(\frac{1}{4} SSBT\)" (now 25" hemlock).

STATE PARKS CREW FOUND: (1979 Survey)

Brass capped iron pipe in small mound of stone marked "ORE. STATE BOARD OF
FORESTRY" and "\(\frac{1}{4} S 5 1966.\)"

A white 4"x4" post 1.0' NW of brass cap.
20" hemlock N32½°E, 11.3' to center, marked "\(\frac{1}{4} S SBT RS707\)" has a corner tag
marked "\(\frac{1}{4} COR - 10.2' S37°W.\)"
12" hemlock stump S10½°E, 18.0' to center, marked "\(\frac{1}{4} S SBT\)."
25" hemlock stump S79°W, 12.1' to center, with chopping to center but no
trace of scribes at chopping, but found a trace of scribe on a root
"DT" visible but looks like recent work.

Found downed hemlock N62°W of corner with corner tag attached, stating
corner is 3.2' S17°E RS707.

STATE PARKS CREW SET:

Galvanized steel post with paddle marked "OREGON STATE PARK BOUNDARY DO NOT
DISTURB" 2.0' NW of brass cap.

WITNESSED BY:
R. Hemmer
L. Boge
C. Middleton

SECTION CORNER 4, 5, 8 AND 9

ORIGINAL:

A 22" hemlock, now a 30" stump, which I marked: "T3N S4" on NE, "R10 W S9" on SE,
"S8" on SW and "S5" on NW, faces with 4 notches on east and 5 on south edges,
from which a: